STRENGTHENING REGIONAL FINANCIAL COOPERATION
IN EAST ASIA

The 1997–98 financial crisis prompted East Asian economies to realise the potential
benefits of installing stronger cooperative mechanisms for crisis prevention, management and resolution. This paper argues that a regional financial architecture needs to
be firmly established in East Asia, outlines recent developments in financial cooperation
in the region, and provides possible directions for the future. We recommend a more
effective surveillance process and consider the option of creating a common pool of
foreign exchange reserves to allow flexible financial support at times of crises and
contagion while minimising the problem of moral hazard. The arrangement must be
consistent with the global framework; in particular, it must involve international
creditors from outside the region for crisis management and resolution. We suggest that
exchange rate regime choice should be coordinated at the regional level, with a long-term
vision of regional monetary integration.

Introduction
The financial crisis of 1997–98 highlighted the importance of regional financial cooperation in
East Asia. Before the crisis, increasing economic interdependence through trade, direct investment and finance in the region was not matched by the development of mechanisms and
institutions for regional financial cooperation. There is a strong perception in the region that
more effective regional institutions and frameworks might have prevented the crisis or at least
allowed it to be better managed. The crisis prompted the region’s economies to realise that
stronger regional cooperative institutions could help to prevent and manage crises in a way that
complements the role of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in the global framework.
This paper argues that a new regional financial architecture needs to be firmly established
in East Asia, outlines recent developments in financial cooperation in the region, and provides
possible directions for the future. We recommend that the regional surveillance process be made
more effective, and consider the option of creating a common pool of foreign exchange reserves
to allow more flexible financial support at times of crises and contagion while minimising the
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problem of moral hazard. The arrangement must be consistent with the global framework; in
particular, it must ensure private sector involvement for crisis management and resolution at
the global level. In this paper we suggest that exchange rate regime choice should be coordinated
at the regional level, with a long-term vision of regional monetary integration.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. First, we summarise some lessons to be learned
from the East Asian crisis. Then we discuss the logic of financial cooperation at the regional level
in East Asia, emphasising the increasing economic interdependence among the regional
economies. Next, we outline several initiatives for financial cooperation, including the ASEAN+3
Economic Review and Policy Dialogue Process and the formation of a network of bilateral swap
arrangements under the Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI). This section also identifies future
challenges for regional financial cooperation. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks.

Lessons from the East Asian Crisis
The 1997–98 crisis
The East Asian financial crisis of 1997–98 was triggered by massive reversals of capital flows
and contagion. Though deeper, structural causes of crises vary, there was a common factor across
countries: imprudently managed domestic financial institutions over-extended loans to corporations that in turn invested the borrowed funds in unproductive projects. Furthermore, an
initially benign-looking currency crisis evolved into a full-blown economic crisis due to the
mutually reinforcing impacts of currency depreciation, financial sector deterioration, and
corporate sector distress. Essentially the crisis was the result of interactions between the forces
of financial globalisation and domestic structural weaknesses (World Bank 1998, 2000).

Forces of financial globalisation
The affected countries had liberalised international capital flows and had been integrated with
the international capital markets before the crisis. Many East Asian economies clearly
benefited from the liberalisation and globalisation of financial markets. From the mid-1980s
to the mid-1990s, large inflows of capital, particularly long-term capital such as foreign direct
investment (FDI), helped finance the region’s rapid economic development and growth. In the
several years leading up to the crisis, however, countries had received large inflows of capital
in the financial and corporate sectors, particularly in the form of unhedged short-term capital.
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As a result, the ratios of short-term external debt to foreign exchange reserves had risen to levels
greater than one. When market perceptions changed rapidly in 1997, these economies saw
sudden outflows of capital and consequent large downward pressures on the currency. The
currency crisis was triggered by the sudden reversal of capital flows, which is why the crisis is
often called the ‘capital account crisis’ (Yoshitomi and Shirai 2000; Kawai et al. 2001).
Regional contagion of the crisis was spectacular. The Thai baht crisis spread to Malaysia,
Indonesia, the Philippines and eventually South Korea within a few months. At a later stage,
Hong Kong was also affected, but the authorities managed successfully to contain its impact
using unconventional policy measures.

Domestic structural weaknesses
The crisis-hit countries also had domestic structural weaknesses. Some foreign capital was
intermediated by domestic financial institutions that extended loans to domestic sectors,
including non-tradable real estate and construction; some found its way directly into domestic
corporations. Investment in real estate and other assets contributed to the generation of asset
bubbles, which left financial institutions with serious problems of non-performing loans when
the bubble ultimately burst. In this way, financial institutions that intermediated foreign
capital to domestic sectors were exposed to currency and maturity mismatches. Domestic
corporations that were highly leveraged were also exposed to interest and exchange rate shocks.
Inadequate regulatory and supervisory frameworks had left banks and corporations with
imprudent financial management and, more generally, weak corporate governance. Steep
exchange rate depreciation, high interest rates and tight budgets, induced by the eruption of a
currency crisis in 1997, aggravated financial and corporate sector distress and led to a sharp
contraction of economic activity in 1998.

Reform of the international financial architecture
Lessons
There are at least two important lessons from this experience. First, greater attention needs
to be paid to managing the forces of financial globalisation, particularly in a world of rapid shortterm capital flows. Until the crisis, implications of the scope and magnitude of short-term
capital flows were not fully understood by international investors, policymakers of the borrowing
countries, or international financial institutions. More fundamentally, there was a lack of
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concern over the volatile nature of capital flows, the need for monitoring capital flows, and the
need to respond to rapid capital flows. Management of financial globalisation requires
frameworks that reduce capital flow volatility and enhance domestic capacity to manage
undesirable impacts of globalisation.
Second, emerging market economies need to strengthen domestic economic systems, in
particular their financial and corporate sectors. This task requires the establishment of effective
regulatory and supervisory frameworks for the better management and governance of financial
institutions and corporations. Specifically, economies in the region need to improve banks’ assetliability management capacity so as to avoid over-extension of loans and excessive currency and
maturity mismatches; improve corporations’ financial management capacity so as to maintain
their sound financial discipline; and develop sound capital markets so as to provide alternative
financing sources for corporations. If the domestic economic system becomes robust and
resilient, a crisis could be prevented, or its impact on the economy would be mitigated even if
a crisis occurred.
Reflecting on these lessons, there has been an increasing recognition that putting effective
mechanisms in place to manage the forces of globalisation and to strengthen domestic economic
systems is key to crisis prevention, management and resolution. Various efforts to reform the
functioning of international financial markets and to strengthen domestic economic underpinnings have been made under the title of the ‘international financial architecture’.1

Strengthening the international financial system
At the global level, various reforms for crisis prevention, management and resolution have been
proposed and some have been put in place.
First, the workings and functions of the IMF have been strengthened. In particular, the
IMF has increased its liquidity position. Its usable resources—the amount it can lend to member
countries in financial need—doubled from SDR54 billion in 1998 to SDR110 billion in 2001. Its
stock of net uncommitted usable resources—usable resources less resources committed under
current arrangements and considered likely to be drawn, and less working balances of usable
currencies—rose to SDR75 billion in 2001. In case its own resources are inadequate, the IMF
can borrow up to SDR34 billion under the New Arrangements to Borrow and the General
Arrangements to Borrow.
The IMF has also introduced new lending facilities to meet the greater financial needs of
member countries at times of crises or as preventive measures. The Supplemental Reserve
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Facility was established in December 1997 and has been used in South Korea, Brazil, Argentina
and Turkey. It provides large financial assistance, without access limit, to members facing
exceptional balance of payments difficulties resulting from a sudden and disruptive loss of
market confidence. The Contingent Credit Line was created in 1999 as a precautionary line of
defence to help protect member countries in the event of an exceptional balance of payments need
arising from the spread of financial crises, provided that the countries have pursued strong
policies. Furthermore, the IMF has improved the transparency of its operations and policy
deliberations. It has also decided to streamline its conditionality, particularly structural
conditionality, in order to enhance ownership and effectiveness of its program.
Second, private sector involvement has been an important focus of reform. Given that the
volume of private resources far exceeds that of official resources, private sector involvement is
vital for crisis prevention and resolution. If official intervention were to bail out private investors
without making them pay for their bad investment decisions, this would create a serious moral
hazard problem. While private financial institutions decided to share the burden in helping
crisis-hit countries in several cases, such as South Korea and Brazil, a definitive framework has
yet to be developed. This is particularly the case for the restructuring of emerging economy bonds
because of the large number and dispersion of bondholders involved.
The international community has begun to explore possible mechanisms for the debt
restructuring of international sovereign bonds in the recognition that, at the time of a liquidity
crisis, holders of sovereign bonds, along with other creditors, would need to contribute to the
resolution of such crises. Two methods have been recommended: a contractual approach and a
statutory approach. A contractual approach considers collective action clauses in sovereign bond
contracts as a useful device for orderly resolution of crises; their explicit inclusion in bond
documentation would provide a degree of predictability to the restructuring process. A statutory
approach (Krueger 2002) attempts to create the legal basis—through universal treaty rather
than through a set of national laws in a limited number of jurisdictions—for establishing
adequate incentives for debtors and creditors to agree upon a prompt, orderly and predictable
restructuring of unsustainable debt.2
Third, the G-20 and the Financial Stability Forum were created to broaden input into
international financial policymaking, including systemically important developed and emerging market economies. A wide range of issues has been taken up, including highly leveraged
institutions, offshore financial centres, and measuring vulnerabilities. But the reforms have not
been fully satisfactory, owing to inadequate progress on private sector involvement, information
disclosure by highly leveraged institutions, and use of contingent credit lines.
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National efforts to strengthen domestic policies and institutions
At the national level, there are efforts to strengthen domestic policy and institutional frameworks with an emphasis on macroeconomic management capacity and financial sector reform.
Attention has focused particularly on the need to improve regulatory and supervisory frameworks in the financial system, to strengthen corporate governance, and to establish effective
domestic insolvency procedures to deal with non-viable banks and corporations.
One of the principal tools for strengthening domestic policies and institutions is international best practice information in macroeconomic policymaking, financial sector regulation and
supervision, and capital market infrastructure. Reports on the Observance of Standards and
Codes (ROSCs), supported by various international organisations and agencies and adopted by
the IMF in September 1999, cover 12 issues in three main areas. In the macroeconomic policy
area, these include monetary and financial policy transparency, fiscal transparency, and special
data dissemination standards in addition to the general data dissemination system. In the area
of financial sector regulation and supervision, they include banking supervision, securities
regulation, insurance supervision, payments systems, and anti-money-laundering. In the area
of capital market infrastructure, they include corporate governance, accounting standards,
auditing standards, and insolvency and creditor rights.
An important instrument is the Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) supported
jointly by the IMF and the World Bank.3 These processes are undoubtedly useful, but take time
to be effectively implemented. And even if ROSCs are fully in place, crises may still occur.

Creating a new regional financial architecture
While the international community and emerging market economies have focused on global and
domestic policy reforms, a well-designed regional framework can also contribute to the stability
of the international financial system for three reasons.4 First, the global efforts are still
inadequate and national efforts take more time to become effective. Second, there is increasing
regional integration in trade, FDI and financial flows, so an effective regional framework for
policy coordination and concerted action is desirable. Third, as economic contagion tends to begin
with a geographic focus, a regional framework for financial cooperation to address crisis
prevention, management and resolution is a logical way to proceed.5 Thus it is important to
improve regional financial architecture.
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A framework for regional financial cooperation may include three areas: regional surveillance and monitoring for crisis/contagion prevention; schemes to augment international liquidity for crisis management; and programs to assist crisis-affected countries to resolve the
systemic impact of the crisis and accelerate the recovery process. Any regional framework must
be consistent with the global framework in order to secure efficient responses to, and management and resolution of, future crises.

Crisis prevention
Regional information sharing, policy dialogue, consultation, surveillance and monitoring are
instrumental to crisis prevention at the regional level. The process should include sharing of
information on both macroeconomic and structural issues, such as monetary and exchange rate
policies (including domestic and foreign assets and liabilities of the central banks), fiscal
positions and debt management, capital flows and external debts, financial system conditions,
and corporate sector developments. Monitoring capital flows at the regional level is particularly
important. Prudential capital controls in the face of large inflows of short-term capital can be
effective, as evidenced in the case of the Chilean experience in the 1990s. Developing a reliable
early warning system is useful in detecting macroeconomic, external and financial sector
vulnerabilities and preventing currency and financial crises in the future. With effective
surveillance mechanisms in place, each economy in the region is expected to be under peer
pressure to pursue disciplined macroeconomic and structural policies that are conducive to
stable external accounts and currencies.
The consultation process may include efforts toward intra-regional exchange rate stability for economies that are highly integrated with, or complementary to, one another through trade
and FDI. Avoiding competitive currency depreciation and mutually incoherent exchange rate
policies is essential to preserving financial stability for mutually interdependent economies.
These economies may wish to support an informal arrangement for stable exchange rates,
introduce a formal mechanism for intra-regional exchange rate stability, or form a regional
currency union.

Crisis management
Once an economy is hit by a currency crisis, appropriate policy responses and timely provision
of international liquidity are needed to prevent the economy from slipping into a serious
economic contraction of systemic proportions. The pace of liquidity disbursement at the global
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level may be slow in times of crisis or contagion, because of cumbersome bureaucratic processes
and disagreements over policy conditionality. To avoid long delays and to augment globally
available resources, a regional financing facility can help close the gap. This need is particularly
apparent today because the IMF appears to be moving away from large-package operations to
smaller packages with private sector involvement (PSI) (Kenen 2001). A financing facility that
can rapidly mobilise a large amount of liquidity to head off a speculative attack is an obvious
benefit if the attack is the result of irrational herd behaviour. For such a financing facility to be
effective, its provision must be accompanied by appropriate policy measures to address the
problem and restore investor confidence in the market.
When an effective PSI cannot be expected, an alternative might be a unilateral imposition
of a standstill and/or a capital outflow control. Outflow controls have more frequently been a
failure than a success in emerging market economies, but the Malaysian experience suggests
that the deployment of this instrument can be useful in the right environment. In Malaysia,
controls had a salutary effect mainly because they were temporary, supported by a strong
macroeconomic framework, accompanied by bank and corporate restructuring, and implemented with credible supervision (see Kawai and Takagi 2003).
Some experts and academics have heavily criticised the recent IMF conditionality on
certain East Asian countries, notably Indonesia, for not focusing sufficiently on containing the
immediate currency crisis.6 A regional initiative, including liquidity support, may allow an
economy hit by a currency attack or contagion to respond with more focused policy measures that
are designed to address the immediate need for fire-fighting without compromising on moral
hazard problems. This initiative, however, must be consistent with, and complementary to, the
global framework, in order to exploit the synergy between the two, ensure policy coherence, and
involve private creditors from outside the region.

Crisis resolution
To resolve a crisis, international efforts are needed to ensure that a crisis-affected economy
returns to a sustainable growth path. In the face of a systemic crisis in the banking, corporate
and social sectors, fiscal resource mobilisation is essential for the quick resolution of the crisis.
Fiscal resources that are needed to recapitalise weak banks, facilitate corporate debt restructuring and strengthen social safety nets may be limited by the lack of fiscal headroom or
constraints to external financing on market terms. Because the resources from the multilateral
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development banks are also limited, regionally concerted action to mobilise such resources,
particularly from the core countries in the region, should contribute greatly to crisis resolution.
In this sense, the so-called New Miyazawa Initiative contributed to crisis resolution. In
October 1998, under the leadership of Finance Minister Kiichi Miyazawa, Japan pledged US$30
billion to support the economic recovery of the crisis-affected countries. Half of the pledged
amount was to be dedicated to short-term capital needs during economic restructuring and
reform; the rest was earmarked for medium-term and long-term reforms. A commitment to
provide a large amount of resources helped stabilise the regional markets and economies,
thereby facilitating the recovery process.

Logic of Regional Financial Cooperation in East Asia
Economic interdependence in the region
Strong regional economic interdependence is the most important rationale for regional financial
cooperation. More broadly, regional spillover effects and externalities due to economic interdependence call for regional economic cooperation in various areas, including the establishment
of regional common policies toward trade and FDI, harmonisation of standards and regulations,
financial sector supervision, intra-regional exchange rate stability, and macroeconomic policy
coordination. Though financial cooperation focuses on issues pertinent to financial spheres, it
cannot be sustained as a productive tool without broader economic integration at the regional
level.7

Trade and FDI integration
The East Asia region has long enjoyed market-driven integration through trade and FDI, while
embracing a multilateral liberalisation framework under the World Trade Organization (WTO)
and open regionalism under Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and avoiding discriminatory trade arrangements. The APEC process was successful in encouraging China to pursue
trade and FDI liberalisation outside the WTO framework, and inducing other economies in the
region to pursue the same objectives. Regional economic integration has been strengthened
through FDI. FDI flows to the East Asian economies expanded rapidly in the second half of the
1980s, driven largely by Japanese multinational corporations after the Plaza Accord. FDI flows
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have generated greater intra-industry trade within the region and contributed to deeper
economic integration.
The degree of regional integration through trade in East Asia is already high and
comparable to levels seen in the North American free trade area (NAFTA) or the European Union
(EU). Table 1 summarises intra-regional trade intensity indices for various groupings in the
world over the period 1980–2000. The table demonstrates that within groups of East Asia,
whether including Japan or not, the indices are larger than those for NAFTA or EU-15.8
The ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) used to be the only formal regional trade arrangement in East Asia.9 Despite the slow pace of trade liberalisation, AFTA has been in effect among
the original five ASEAN members—Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and the Philippines—since January 2002. Although the exclusion list is long and individual country circumstances vary, most goods traded between these countries are already subject to tariffs of only
zero to 5 per cent. Vietnam is to comply with the same tariff standards by 2003, Laos and
Myanmar by 2005, and Cambodia by 2007.
Recently, several economies in East Asia have indicated a willingness to embark on
regional trade arrangements on a larger scale. Japan concluded a bilateral economic partnership
arrangement (EPA) with Singapore, made effective in November 2002.10 China and ASEAN are
negotiating a free trade arrangement (FTA) to be completed within 10 years. Japan has also
proposed an EPA with ASEAN, and is discussing the possibility of similar arrangements with
Mexico (under negotiation), Malaysia, the Philippines, South Korea and Thailand (under study).
Many other countries in the region have concluded or are negotiating bilateral FTAs with
countries inside and outside the region.11
Japan’s conclusion of a bilateral FTA–EPA with Singapore symbolises a change in its
longstanding trade policy of pursuing only multilateral liberalisation. Japan is shifting its trade
policy to a three-track approach based on multilateral, regional and bilateral liberalisation. For
Japan, regional and bilateral liberalisation is an attempt to achieve deeper integration with
trading partners on a formal basis, going beyond reductions in border restrictions, and pursuing
investment liberalisation, greater competition in the domestic market, and harmonisation of
standards (Box 1). This approach not only is consistent with, but also promotes, the multilateral
approach, which remains an important element of Japanese trade policy.
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Table 1 Intra-regional trade intensity indexa

Region
East Asia-15b
Emerging East Asia-14c
ASEAN-10
NAFTA
European Union-15
MERCOSUR
Notes: a

b
c
Source:

Box 1

1980

1985

1990

1995

1996

1997

2.6
3.0
5.1
2.1
1.5
6.6

2.3
2.9
6.1
2.0
1.6
4.9

2.3
2.8
4.6
2.1
1.5
9.7

2.1
2.3
3.8
2.4
1.7
13.3

2.2
2.4
3.8
2.4
1.7
14.4

2.2
2.4
3.8
2.3
1.7
14.0

1998
2.3
2.6
4.3
2.3
1.6
14.2

1999

2000

2.4
2.5
4.1
2.3
1.7
14.7

2.2
2.4
3.7
2.1
1.7
15.0

The trade intensity index is defined as (Xij/Xi.)/(X.j/X..) where Xij represents exports from
region i to region j, Xi. represents total exports from region i, Xj represents total exports from
the world to region j (or total imports of region j), and X.. represents total world trade. In
the table, the index is defined only for countries within the same region, so that i=j.
East Asia-15 includes Emerging East Asia-14 and Japan.
Emerging East Asia-14 includes ASEAN-10, China, Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan.
Kawai and Urata (2002).

Regional trade arrangements in East Asia

There has recently been a heightened interest in regional trade and investment arrangements in
East Asia, with regional trade agreements (RTAs) as well as several bilateral free trade agreements
under active discussion. RTAs, if properly designed for trade creation, can be a positive force,
especially for smaller economies, for stimulating trade in a global context. There are two main ways
in which an RTA can have a positive economic impact in the region. The first is through an
enlargement of the market as a whole, with the resulting economies of scale, improved efficiency
and greater competitiveness of regional producers. Forming an ASEAN+3 free trade area may be
particularly useful for achieving a large-scale regional market. Realising these gains requires
inefficient sectors and firms to contract as market pressure develops. The second is through trade
and location effects, through the induced improvements in technologies and institutions. Any
negative impact from trade diversion to less efficient producers is likely to be offset by the positive
impact of technology transfers and modernisation of standards and procedures – as has been the
case with the expansion of the ASEAN Free Trade Area to countries such as Vietnam and Cambodia.
Growing regional activities can also stimulate demand for intermediate inputs from non-regional
sources.
Hence, an RTA could generate significant welfare gains for both the East Asian and global
economies if properly designed to expand trade. Gains would also depend on the depth of integration
(reductions in tariffs and non-tariff barriers), including investment liberalisation, deregulation of
domestic markets to enhance competition, and harmonisation of regulations and standards.
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Financial integration
Financial integration has also proceeded as a result of the increased liberalisation of the
financial system and the capital account. Commercial banks operating throughout the region
have contributed to a closely connected banking sector within East Asia. Opening of securities
markets, particularly equity markets, has attracted foreign portfolio capital flows. As a result,
there have been positive correlations of stock price movements within the region. Greater
commercial bank lending and portfolio flows have linked the economies in the region financially.

Macroeconomic interdependence
Macroeconomic interdependence within the region has recently become stronger, as evidenced
by a simultaneous contraction of economic activity throughout East Asia in 1998 and a
simultaneous expansion in 1999–2000. Though the regional economies may have been affected
by some common factors such as US economic and information technology stock price cycles,
much of the recent, synchronised economic activities in the region can be attributed to strong
macroeconomic interdependence.
Indeed, earlier studies by Eichengreen and Bayoumi (1999) found that, in terms of supply
shocks, some East Asian nations were just as closely connected with one another as European
countries were. In terms of demand shocks, ASEAN countries were also well connected.12 The
Kobe Research Project Study on Regional Financial Cooperation and Surveillance, conducted
by the Japanese team (IIMA 2002), also found increasing macroeconomic interdependence in
East Asia in the 1990s, in terms of movements of real output and shocks to real investment.13

Information sharing and regime setting for regional financial cooperation
The presence of deepening economic interdependence in East Asia suggests that there is a case
for economic policy cooperation at the regional level. The pace and extent of crisis contagion
observed in the region in the second half of 1997 also suggest that regionally coordinated action
to contain contagion is logical. An efficient cooperative framework for regional financial
management can be useful in coping with serious currency crises and contagion. In a region where
economic fluctuations, policies and shocks are transmitted across countries, positive outcomes
can be expected from cooperative financial policies and frameworks. In this context, three types
of financial cooperation could be pursued in the region: policy optimisation, regime setting or
information sharing.14
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Policy optimisation is a joint maximisation of a weighted sum of economic welfare of the
countries concerned. It often takes the form of policy exchanges where one country pursues
monetary policy expansion while another pursues monetary policy contraction. This type of
policy coordination was a hot topic in academic and policy circles from the mid-1980s to the early
1990s for the G-7 countries. In particular, the United States, Japan and Germany took
coordinated action to induce US dollar depreciation in 1985 and, when the dollar declined too
far, to prevent its fall in 1987.15 The European economies have been coordinating their monetary
policies at least since 1979 under the European Monetary System (EMS). While one may
question whether the approach taken by these industrialised countries can be a useful guide to
emerging market economies, coordinated action in macroeconomic policy could be productive
under the right circumstances.
Not all East Asian economies have the capacity to carry out credible national economic
policies or regionally coordinated policies. For example, Indonesia continues to suffer from the
fallout of the crisis, and setting the right macroeconomic framework is proving to be a challenge.
The primary objective of economic policies of less developed countries such as Cambodia, Laos,
Myanmar and Vietnam is to accelerate economic development and poverty reduction by
promoting industrialisation, structural changes, and human resource development. It may be
difficult for these economies to follow internationally agreed economic policies. Nonetheless,
regional financial cooperation would eventually require coordinated policy action on the part of
many economies in the region.
Regime setting is a joint exercise to agree on a set of rules within which individual countries
can conduct independent policymaking to pursue their own economic interests. This type of policy
cooperation includes agreements on such issues as regional trade and FDI arrangements,
regional exchange rate regimes, regional financing arrangements, other regional frameworks for
action at the time of a crisis, and initiatives for regional bond market development. An example
is a joint setting of exchange rate policies for intra-regional exchange rate stabilisation, which
can prevent competitive depreciation at the regional level. Another example is the creation of
a regional financing facility, which can contain regional currency attacks and contagion quickly,
supplement IMF roles and resources, and economise on resources through reserve pooling at the
regional level. Yet another example is an initiative for regional bond market development, which
encourages the economies in the region to make concerted efforts to develop national bond
markets as well as regional infrastructure, including clearance, settlements, and rating
agencies.
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A third profitable approach for interdependent economies in the region would be to
establish a cooperative framework that encourages frequent information sharing. Regional
policy dialogue and surveillance mechanisms facilitate greater information sharing, closer
monitoring of regional economic conditions and short-term capital flows, and peer pressure to
develop better policies. These improve each country’s understanding of its peers’ economic
performance, macroeconomic and structural issues, policy objectives, and policy choices. A
cooperative framework enhances the economic welfare of the countries concerned because it
enables each country to use more accurate information about other countries in its own
policymaking.
Though policy optimisation is an unrealistic option at this stage, there is scope for the East
Asian economies to pursue at least two types of policy cooperation: regime setting and
information sharing. These would probably be the most productive mechanisms for cooperation
at present. Given the already strong economic interdependence among the region’s economies,
they will benefit by establishing a framework for exchange rate stabilisation and then gradually
moving toward collective efforts in monetary–fiscal policy coordination based on policy exchanges.

Challenges for closer financial cooperation in East Asia
Both advocates and sceptics of East Asian financial cooperation have argued that the regional
economies face several challenges for closer cooperation.16
The most serious challenge reflects the fact that the regional economies are diverse and
heterogeneous in terms of per capita incomes, stage of economic development, institutional
capacity, and economic systems and structures. Such diversity and heterogeneity create obvious
difficulties for any attempt to agree on coordinated policies. In order for the economies to take
joint action at the regional level, there must be substantial economic convergence.
The second challenge is how to create conditions for political leadership to emerge.
Currently there is no strong political leadership in the region, due to differences in political
systems and the lack of full mutual trust. In East Asia no single economic power plays a dominant
role like that of the United States in the western hemisphere, nor is there any bipolar
relationship like the Franco-German alliance in Western Europe. Japan is currently suffering
economic stagnation, and China, while rapidly emerging as an economic power, has yet to achieve
transition from a planned to a market economy and from one-party rule to democracy. It will take
time for any bipolar alliance to emerge in East Asia.
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The third challenge is how to go beyond the so-called ‘consensus’ culture. Cooperation in
East Asia has been characterised by consensus decision-making and a presumption of nonintervention in domestic affairs. The emphasis on consensus, non-interference and good
manners has nurtured a shallow form of regional financial cooperation so far. For much deeper
policy cooperation, the economies in the region must be ready to accept constructive comments
and criticisms on their policymaking and, hence, a certain degree of friendly intrusion from their
peers.
The fourth challenge is how to create sufficient incentives for regional financial cooperation
given that the region is economically open to the rest of the world. While intra-regional trade and
investment interdependence are rising, East Asia is not self-contained in terms of trade and
financial flows. The region needs North America and Europe as destinations for its export
products. The region also allocates a substantial amount of financial wealth in US dollar
denominated assets. Essentially, the challenge is how to make East Asian regionalism
attractive when it is embedded in the larger global system.
The difficulties underlying these challenges may have prevented the economies in East
Asia from pursuing serious financial (as well as broader economic) cooperation so far. However,
the East Asian crisis has revealed the importance of regional financial cooperation, possibly by
raising the perceived pay-offs to cooperation. Despite heterogeneity and differences in political
systems among the economies in the region, countries have increasingly come to realise the
strength of the economic logic for further cooperation. As the region makes progress on economic
and financial cooperation, the resulting institution building would provide further impetus for
more ambitious cooperation.

East Asian Initiatives for Regional Financial Cooperation
Initiatives to strengthen regional financial cooperation in East Asia have so far fallen into three
broad areas: information sharing, policy dialogue and economic surveillance; regional financing
arrangements; and coordination of exchange rate policies.

Regional policy dialogue and surveillance mechanisms
There are several mechanisms for regional information sharing, policy dialogue, and economic
surveillance. Three major initiatives are the ASEAN Surveillance Process, the ASEAN+3
Framework, and the Manila Framework Group (MFG). Other initiatives include SEANZA
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(South East Asia, New Zealand, Australia), SEACEN (South East Asian Central Banks), and
EMEAP (Executives Meeting of East Asia-Pacific Central Banks) for central banks, APEC and
ASEM (Asia-Europe Meeting) for trans-regional policy dialogue, and smaller groups (see Table 2).

Table 2 Regional forums for finance ministries and central banks

Finance ministries and/or central banks
Year established

ASEAN ASEAN+3
1967
1999

Japan
China
South Korea
Hong Kong
Taiwan
Singapore
¤
Brunei
¤
Cambodia
¤
Indonesia
¤
Laos
¤
Malaysia
¤
Myanmar
¤
Philippines
¤
Thailand
¤
Vietnam
¤
Mongolia
Macao
Papua New Guinea
Australia, New Zealand
Nepal, Sri Lanka
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Framework Group; SEACEN = South East Asian Central Banks; SEANZA = South East
Asia, New Zealand, Australia.
Includes the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank
and the Bank for International Settlements.
Includes the European Commission.
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ASEAN Surveillance Process
While the economic goal of ASEAN has been the promotion of trade and investment flows in the
region, the recent success of European countries to complete economic and monetary integration
has encouraged ASEAN to think that it might productively pursue similar goals.
The ASEAN Surveillance Process was established in October 1998 when the ASEAN
finance ministers signed a ‘terms of understanding’ for regional cooperation. The objective of the
process was to strengthen policy dialogue and policymaking capacity in monetary, fiscal and
financial areas through information exchanges, peer reviews and recommendations for action
at the regional and national levels. For this purpose, the ASEAN Surveillance Process is
designed to monitor macroeconomic developments, capital flows, exchange rates, and structural
and social policies, and to include provisions for capacity building, institutional strengthening,
and information sharing. The ASEAN finance ministers meet twice a year for policy coordination
under this process.
The ASEAN Surveillance Coordinating Unit (ASCU), established at the ASEAN Secretariat in Jakarta, prepares an ASEAN Surveillance Report. Using the same data supplied to
the IMF in conjunction with its Article IV consultations and program negotiations, the ASCU
performs an analysis of the latest economic and financial conditions in ASEAN while taking into
account global developments that affect the regional economies. The exercise has recently been
strengthened by the establishment of national surveillance units in several ASEAN countries
(Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam), which produce drafts of
country chapters. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) supports this process by preparing an
ASEAN Economic Outlook and special issue studies, as well as providing technical assistance.17
The ASEAN Surveillance Report is considered and finalised by the ASEAN finance and central
bank deputies before it is submitted for discussion by the ASEAN finance ministers during their
peer review session.
The ASEAN Surveillance Process is the first concrete attempt by a group of developing
countries to establish mechanisms for information sharing, policy dialogue, and individual and
collective responses to events that could adversely affect subregional economies. It has two
components. The first is a monitoring mechanism that allows early detection of any irregular
movement in key economic and financial variables; the second is a peer review mechanism that
induces appropriate policy responses to issues emerging from the monitoring exercise.
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ASEAN+3 Economic Review and Policy Dialogue Process
The Asian financial crisis in 1997 highlighted the need to strengthen regional cooperation and
urged the heads of state or government of the ASEAN+3 group, consisting of ASEAN-10 and
China, Japan and South Korea, to meet for the first time in December 1997 to discuss regional
peace, stability and prosperity. To promote regional financial cooperation in particular, the first
ASEAN+3 Finance Ministers Meeting was held in April 1999 on the sidelines of the ADB annual
meeting in Manila. The ASEAN+3 leaders recognised the need for ‘enhancing self-help and
support mechanisms in East Asia through the ASEAN+3 Framework’ in November 1999.18
Following this recognition, the ASEAN+3 Economic Review and Policy Dialogue (ERPD) was
introduced in May 2000. Under this process, the ASEAN+3 finance ministers have met annually,
in principle to exchange information and discuss policy issues.
The purpose of the ASEAN+3 ERPD process is to strengthen policy dialogue, coordination
and collaboration on the financial, monetary and fiscal issues of common interest. Its major focus
is on issues related to macroeconomic risk management, better corporate governance, monitoring of regional capital flows, strengthening of the banking and financial systems, reform of the
international financial architecture, and enhancement of self-help and support mechanisms in
East Asia. Steps have been taken for cooperation in monitoring short-term capital flows and
developing a regional early warning system to assess regional financial vulnerabilities, with a
view to preventing financial crises in the future.
The first peer review meeting under the ASEAN+3 ERPD Process was held in May 2000
on the sidelines of the ADB annual meeting. Like the ASEAN Surveillance Process, the
ASEAN+3 ERPD Process has not yet been as effective as it should be. There is no secretariat
to support the logistics of the process, and there is no organisational structure to provide
substantive inputs into the process, except that the ADB provides some data on developing
member economies. Recognising the importance of enhanced monitoring of economic conditions
in the region, the ASEAN+3 finance ministers agreed at their fourth meeting, in Honolulu in May
2001, to establish a study group to discuss feasible mechanisms for economic reviews and policy
dialogue.19

Manila Framework Group
Inspired by the success of the Tokyo meeting to create a much-needed financial support package
for Thailand in August 1997, Japan, with support from South Korea and the ASEAN countries
that participated in the Thai package, proposed to establish an Asian Monetary Fund (AMF)
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to supplement IMF resources for crisis prevention and resolution. The United States and the
IMF opposed this proposition on grounds of moral hazard and duplication. They argued that an
East Asian country hit by a currency crisis would bypass the tough conditionality of the IMF and
receive easy money from the AMF, thereby creating potential for moral hazard; and that an AMF
would be redundant in the presence of an effective global crisis manager, the IMF.
The idea was dropped, but in November 1997 the East Asian economies, together with the
United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, agreed to establish the MFG.20 Its
objective is to develop a concerted framework for regional financial cooperation in order to restore
and enhance the prospects for financial stability in the region.21 Its initiatives include the
establishment of a new mechanism for regional surveillance to complement global surveillance
by the IMF; enhancement of economic and technical cooperation, particularly in strengthening
domestic financial systems and regulatory capacities; strengthening the IMF’s capacity to
respond to financial crises; and development of a cooperative financing arrangement for the
region to complement IMF resources.
One notable feature of the MFG is its establishment of a new mechanism for regional
surveillance. This mechanism would provide a basis for an intensive and high-level process of
surveillance and dialogue among participating finance ministries and central banks with
support from the IMF, World Bank, ADB and Bank for International Settlements (BIS). The
MFG is a process for finance and central bank deputies. By March 2003, the group had met 10
times.
As indicated by the IMF’s characterisation of the MFG as the ‘preeminent forum for Asian
regional surveillance and peer pressure’,22 the MFG’s strength lies in its capacity to carry out
more effective policy dialogue than any other regional forum. It has no permanent secretariat
or funding of its own.

Central bank forums
Asian central banks also have their own policy dialogue processes, including SEANZA, SEACEN
and EMEAP.
The SEANZA Group grew out of a 1956 meeting of central bank governors from the Asia–
Oceanic region and is one of the oldest and largest regional forums in terms of membership. It
is a forum for exchanges of information on issues and problems of common interest among central
banks and for providing training courses for central bank staff.
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SEACEN was established in February 1966, initially as a training and research organisation. It has evolved into a more substantive forum for discussion of central banking issues.
Membership includes the major Southeast Asian economies as well as South Korea and Taiwan.
It runs a training centre in Kuala Lumpur.
EMEAP was organised in February 1991 with the leadership of the Bank of Japan and
the Reserve Bank of Australia. Its major objectives include enhanced regional surveillance,
exchanges of information and views, and the promotion of financial market development. Its
activities include annual meetings of EMEAP central bank governors, semi-annual meetings
of the deputy governors, and three working groups concerned with bank supervision, financial
markets, and payments and settlement systems.23 Like the MFG, EMEAP has no secretariat;
instead, the responsibility for organisational matters, along with the meetings themselves, is
rotated among the participating central banks.
Since late 1997, central banks of ASEAN members have started to meet for policy dialogue
as the ASEAN Central Bank Forum.

APEC and ASEM
The region has also developed trans-regional arrangements with the Americas (APEC) and the
European Union (ASEM).
The objective of APEC has long been trade and investment liberalisation and facilitation
among the Asia Pacific countries, including the United States and Canada. The APEC Finance
Ministers Meeting was established in March 1994 as a main forum for the exchange of views
and information on macroeconomic conditions, capital flows, and financial market development.
The IMF, the World Bank and the ADB help to prepare papers on relevant issues. A distinctive
feature of APEC is that ministers invite representatives from the private sector—Asian
Bankers Association Council, APEC Financiers Group, and Pacific Economic Cooperation
Council—to briefly report on their work and discuss issues.
At the first Asia-Europe Meeting in March 1996, the heads of states of Asian and EU
countries initiated a process for strengthening partnership between Asia and the EU. The ASEM
Finance Ministers Meeting was established in September 1997. By March 2003, three meetings
had been held. From 2002, the meetings began to be held annually. The European Commission
is a regular member and the IMF, European Central Bank and ADB contribute to discussions.
One hallmark activity was the Kobe Research Project, which was designed to promote regional
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monetary cooperation in East Asia, by taking into account the lessons learned from the European
integration experience.

Smaller-scale regional groups
There are several smaller-scale meetings for information exchange in the region, including the
Four Markets Meeting (Australia, Hong Kong, Japan and Singapore, established in May 1992),
the Six Markets Meeting (China, the United States and the Four Markets Meeting members,
starting in March 1997), and the Trilateral Finance Ministers Meeting (China, South Korea and
Japan, starting in September 2000). These groups discuss such regional issues as macroeconomic conditions, capital flows, foreign exchange markets, and financial market developments. By March 2003, the Four Markets Meetings had been held 16 times and the Six Markets
Meetings twice. They are attended by finance and central bank deputies. A second Trilateral
Finance Ministers Meeting was held in May 2002.

Regional financing facilities
The IMF has a limited role as an international lender of last resort, so a regional financing facility
can play a useful role in crisis prevention and management. With good policies and disciplines,
it can do this through timely and adequate provision of international liquidity at times of
currency attack, contagion and crisis. Under the CMI, the longstanding ASEAN Swap Arrangement (ASA) has been strengthened and bilateral swap arrangements for the ASEAN+3
members, including China, Japan and South Korea, have been introduced.

ASEAN Swap Arrangement
In August 1977 the original five ASEAN central banks and monetary authorities—Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand—signed the first memorandum of understanding on the ASA. The total facility was US$100 million, with each member contributing
US$20 million. In 1978, the total was increased to US$200 million, with each member
contributing US$40 million. The objective was to provide immediate, short-term swap facilities
to any member facing a temporary liquidity shortage or a balance of payments problem.24
However, the Asian financial crisis highlighted the importance for the facility to be able
to respond more effectively to the needs of its members in a world of increased financial
globalisation. At the ASEAN Finance Ministers Meeting in March 2000, it was decided to extend
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membership to include Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam. In November 2000,
10 ASEAN members signed a new memorandum of understanding to expand the ASA
membership to all 10 ASEAN central banks and monetary authorities and to enlarge the size
of the swap facility from US$200 million to US$1 billion. This reflected the CMI objectives. The
founding ASEAN members and Brunei now contribute US$150 million each, while the other
members contribute smaller amounts (Vietnam US$60 million, Myanmar US$20 million,
Cambodia US$15 million, and Laos US$5 million). The ASA allows member central banks to
swap their domestic currencies with major international currencies, such as the US dollar,
Japanese yen and euro, for an amount of up to twice their commitment amount under the facility,
and for a period of up to six months.25

Bilateral swap arrangements under the Chiang Mai Initiative
The finance ministers of ASEAN+3 who met in Chiang Mai in May 2000 also agreed to establish
a regional network of bilateral swap arrangements (BSAs) under the CMI. In addition to
expanding the existing ASA, the CMI is designed to create a new network of bilateral swap and
repurchase arrangements among Japan, China and South Korea as well as between each of these
and any one of the ASEAN countries (see Figure 1).26 By the end of March 2003, 12 BSAs had
been concluded in line with the main principles, reaching a total of US$39 billion (see Table 3).27
Negotiations for two BSAs are under way.28
At Chiang Mai, the ASEAN+3 countries agreed on the basic framework and main
principles of bilateral swap arrangements, including linkages to the IMF, maturity and interest.
For example, countries can borrow liquidity collateralised by domestic currencies with government guarantees, rather than offering US treasury bonds as collateral. The swap will be for 90
days, renewable up to seven times, at an interest rate equivalent to the LIBOR plus 150 basis
points for the first drawing and first renewal. Thereafter, the premium rises by 50 basis points
every two renewals, subject to a maximum of 300 basis points. Negotiations on the swap
arrangements are to be concluded bilaterally, based on the agreed main principles.
Members requesting liquidity support under the CMI can immediately obtain short-term
financial assistance for the first 10 per cent of the BSA facility. The remaining 90 per cent is
provided to the requesting member under an IMF program or an activated contingent credit line.
This linkage of disbursements to IMF conditionality is designed to address the concern that
balance of payments difficulties may be due to fundamental problems and that the potential
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Figure 1

Network of bilateral swap arrangements under the Chiang
Mai Initiative
Japan

US$3 billion

Thailand

US$3.5 billion

ASEAN Swap
Arrangement
(ASA)
US$ 1 billion

US$3 billion

Malaysia

US$3 billion
US$3 billion
US$2
billion

US$1.5
billion

Philippines

China
US$7 billion

Indonesia

US$1 billion

US$2 billion

US$1 billion

Republic of
Korea

US$1 billion

Singapore

Status of the respective BSA
is as follows:
: already signed
: under negotiation

Note: 1
2

The BSAs for Japan–Korea and Japan–Malaysia include the BSAs under the New
Miyazawa Initiative (US$5 billion and US$2.5 billion, respectively).
The BSAs for Japan–China, China–South Korea, South Korea–Malaysia, and South Korea–
Philippines are local currency swap arrangements.

moral hazard problem could be non-negligible in the absence of an effective adjustment
program.29

MFG cooperative financing arrangements
One of the MFG’s objectives is the development of a cooperative financing arrangement (CFA)
for the region that would supplement resources from the IMF and other international financial
institutions. Under this arrangement CFA participants could provide supplemental financial
resources for IMF-supported programs, in consultation with the IMF and on a case-by-case basis.
In exceptional circumstances, such support could augment a country’s foreign exchange reserves
after it had used resources made available by the IMF.30
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Table 3 Progress on BSAs under the Chiang Mai Initiative (as of end-March 2003)

Bilateral swap arrangements (BSAs)

Currencies

Conclusion date

Size(US$
billion)

Japan–South Korea
Japan–Thailand
Japan–Philippines
Japan–Malaysia
China–Thailand
Japan–China
China–South Korea
South Korea–Thailand
South Korea–Malaysia
South Korea–Philippines
China–Malaysia
Japan–Indonesia
Japan–Singapore
China–Philippines
China–Indonesia
South Korea–Indonesia

USD–won
USD–baht
USD–peso
USD–ringgit
USD–baht
Yen–renminbi
Renminbi–won
USD–won or USD–baht
Won–ringgit
Won–peso
USD–ringgit
USD-rupiah
Under negotiation
Under negotiation
To be negotiated
To be negotiated

4 July 2001
30 July 2001
27 August 2001
5 October 2001
6 December 2001
28 March 2002
24 June 2002
25 June 2002
26 July 2002
9 August 2002
9 October 2002
17 February 2003

7.0a (1-way)
3.0 (1-way)
3.0 (1-way)
3.5b (1-way)
2.0 (1-way)
3.0c (2-way)
2.0c (2-way)
1.0 (2-way)
1.0c (2-way)
1.0c (2-way)
1.5 (1-way)
3.0 (1-way)

Notes: a
b
c

The amount includes US$5 billion committed under the New Miyazawa Initiative.
The amount includes US$2.5 billion committed under the New Miyazawa Initiative.
US$ equivalents.

Regional exchange rate arrangement
Not much progress has been made in the area of exchange rate coordination or stabilisation in
the region, despite the desirability of stable exchange rates in East Asia. One of the reasons for
the lack of progress could be the fact that there is no international rule or best practice with regard
to exchange rate regimes. The popular ‘two-corner solution’ view focuses exclusively on crisis
prevention. However, countries can rightly pursue growth, trade, investment promotion and
other objectives through exchange rate policy. As Frankel (1999) has argued, the optimal
exchange rate regime depends on the circumstances of a particular country and time, and there
is no single regime to fit all emerging market economies.
For the emerging East Asian economies that depend heavily on trade and investment,
exchange rate stability is desirable for the promotion of trade and investment and economic
development. In addition, intra-regional exchange rate stability is a public good for the East
Asian economies that have increasingly integrated with one another. In the pre-crisis period, de
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facto US dollar pegged exchange rate regimes ensured extra-regional as well as intra-regional
exchange rate stability on an informal basis. However, a US dollar based regime was susceptible
to fluctuations in effective exchange rates when the dollar–yen rate became volatile in 1995 and
1998.
When the currency crisis led to a collapse of the then prevailing de facto US dollar based
exchange rate regimes in crisis-hit economies, East Asian countries moved to more flexible
exchange rate regimes. In the post-crisis period, they began to show a diversity of exchange rate
arrangements. Some economies reverted to US dollar based regimes – notably Malaysia, which
restored a formal US dollar peg. Indonesia and the Philippines increased exchange rate
flexibility; South Korea and Thailand appear to have shifted to a currency basket type
arrangement (see Kawai 2002).
For emerging market economies in East Asia, a pure float is not desirable because of a
potential for excessive volatility and misalignment. Nor is a hard peg desirable except in small
open economies like Hong Kong and Brunei. However, the region is beginning to take action to
coordinate exchange rate policies—for example, through the ASEAN Task Force on ASEAN
Currency and Exchange Rate Mechanism, established in March 2001.

Moving forward
More effective regional surveillance
There are already several forums for information sharing, policy dialogue, and economic
surveillance in the region,31 but none is effective at this point. To be effective, the surveillance
process needs to put more emphasis on technical discussions and create an environment for
serious policy discussions by taking an appropriate balance between consensus, noninterference and good manners on one hand and strong peer pressure on the other. The
surveillance process must encourage frank discussions on the technical substance without being
abrasive and confrontational.
This process is particularly important as the CMI may develop into an important source
of financial facilities and the ASEAN+3 ERPD Process will have to be strengthened beyond the
peer review process. While this may imply a challenge in the tradition of a presumption of noninterference in domestic affairs, ASEAN+3 policymakers need to appreciate the necessity of
constructive engagement. One feasible option in this direction would be to set up a technically
competent third party unit. Its role would be to assist the ERPD process by providing high-quality
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and in-depth economic reviews and assessments, timely identification of emerging issues and
vulnerabilities affecting the region, and effective policy advice.
It is important to provide sufficient incentives for countries in the region to participate in
the economic surveillance process. Each economy in the region must be convinced that going
through the surveillance process focusing on its own economy would be to its benefit because it
sends positive signs to the international community and investors and helps establish its own
credibility and reputation. In addition, potential recipients of regional liquidity can benefit from
participation in the surveillance process through implementation of liquidity support at times
of a crisis or contagion.

Regional bond market development
The region needs to develop bond markets as an alternative source of financing in view of the
heavy dependence on bank-based financing. In particular, the development of market infrastructure for local currency-denominated bonds is desirable to reduce the double mismatch
problem – that is, the mismatch of maturity and currency, which was at the heart of the East
Asian currency crisis. The basic idea is to mobilise the region’s vast pool of savings to be
intermediated directly to regional long-term investment, without going through financial
intermediaries outside the region. Regional financial intermediation through bond markets
would diversify the modes of financing in the region and reduce the double mismatch.
Once such markets become sufficiently deep and liquid, foreign investors would also be
induced to purchase Asian currency-denominated bonds, thereby enabling the region to overcome the so-called ‘original sin’ problem.32 This effort should begin first at the country level with
sovereign bonds and then private bonds, and second at the regional level to encourage the
development of regional bond markets. At the country level, a useful step would be to allow nonresidents—such as multinational corporations—to issue local currency-denominated bonds to
satisfy their local financing needs. At the regional level, the countries must make concerted
efforts and coordinate on clearance and settlement, information disclosure, accounting and
auditing standards, and rating agencies. In addition, the region may embark on the issuance of
common currency-denominated bonds, such as ACU bonds (see below).

Regional reserve pooling
The CMI BSAs are to be reviewed in 2004. At that time, East Asian countries may decide to
amend the arrangement, to make it permanent, or even to begin the process to transform it into
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a more formal institution like a regional monetary fund. One option is for each monetary
authority of the ASEAN+3 group to set aside a modest share of its foreign exchange reserves and
place the funds in a common pool with the other 12 central banks. The funds could be drawn to
support countries that are affected by currency speculation, contagion or crisis. Such regional
reserve pooling makes sense because Japan, China and others collectively have abundant
foreign exchange reserves and could economise on their use through the establishment of a
common pool.
Several mechanisms have been proposed for such reserve pooling schemes. They include
a Framework for Regional Monetary Stability (IIMA 2000), an East Asian Fund (Ito et al. 1999)
and two versions of a regional financing arrangement (Yoshitomi and Shirai 2000; Chaipravat
2001). To go beyond the CMI and operate such a formal institution for foreign exchange reserve
pooling, the region must address the earlier concern that an AMF that could lend too generously
with too little conditionality might create moral hazard for the government at the receiving end
as well as for investors with stakes in the countries in question. To minimise moral hazard, it
is essential to strengthen the surveillance process, improve the capacity to formulate appropriate adjustment policy in the event of liquidity provision and, to the extent necessary, enforce
effective private sector involvement.

Regional common unit of account
It is time to introduce a regional common unit of account in East Asia. One way to do this is to
construct a basket of regional currencies that include 13 currencies for ASEAN+3—the Japanese
yen, the Chinese renminbi, the South Korean won, the Singapore dollar, the Malaysian ringgit,
the Thai baht and so forth. Just like the European currency unit (ECU) under the EMS (1979–
98), the weights of the regional currencies would reflect the relative importance of the countries
in the region. Such a currency basket could be called the Asian currency unit (ACU). The ACU
could be used to denominate economic transactions (trade and capital flows) and asset stocks
(foreign exchange reserves and cross-border bonds) and to measure the degree of each currency’s
exchange rate deviation from the regional average.
When the regional emerging market economies adopt a G-3 currency basket arrangement
based on the Japanese yen, the US dollar and the euro, the ACU will also become a de facto basket
of the G-3 currencies. This will create a zone of currency stability within East Asia. Even without
a G-3 currency basket arrangement, creation of an ACU would be a significant step toward closer
financial cooperation in the region.
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Exchange rate coordination
There have been several proposals for developing a cooperative framework for regional exchange
rate stability.
First, McKinnon (2001) and Mundell (2001) have suggested using the US dollar standard
to achieve regional exchange rate stability. The advantage is that the emerging East Asian
economies can use simply the most dominant international currency; the US dollar standard
is simple and involves no additional cost in ensuring exchange rate stability extra- and intraregionally. However, it would result in undesirable fluctuations in effective exchange rates in
the face of volatile movements in yen–dollar exchange rates.
Second, Williamson (1999a,b), Kawai and Takagi (2000), French and Japanese Staff
(2001), Ito (2001), Kawai (2001, 2002) and Ogawa and Ito (2002) have suggested a G-3 currency
basket system in which a currency’s central rate is linked to a basket of major currencies – the
US dollar, the Japanese yen, and the euro – rather than to the US dollar alone. Initially, the
tightness of the link and the currency weights could be left to each authority’s choice. As the
authorities realised the importance of intra-regional exchange rate stability, there could be
closer coordination on the choice. The virtue of this system is that it would prevent excessive
fluctuations in effective exchange rates in the face of volatile yen–dollar or euro–dollar rate
movements, while allowing the currencies of East Asian countries some flexibility to move within
a certain range. It is also consistent with inflation targeting if the latter is defined appropriately
(Box 2).
Finally, there is a view that a basket system based on the G-3 currencies is unfair because
it gives the Japanese yen special advantages by treating it asymmetrically vis-à-vis other East
Asian currencies. Wang (2002) suggests that, in the spirit of regional cooperation, a more
symmetric approach, such as the joint formation of a common currency union like the EMS or
the euro area, is more appropriate.
Such an approach makes sense but only in the long run. In the long run, the region may
develop a common currency arrangement, like the euro regime. However, it cannot be expected
to develop in the very near future because there is no convergence of macroeconomic conditions
and economic structures and systems. A monetary union would require relatively closely
coordinated economic policies and similar market infrastructures to be in place long before it
was implemented. A more realistic approach would be for emerging East Asian countries to shift
to a currency basket system now, thereby minimising the impact of yen–dollar exchange rate
volatility on their economies. They could then start to build institutions, strive for deeper
economic interdependence, and achieve economic convergence for future monetary integration.
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Box 2

Recommending a G-3 currency basket system for emerging East Asia

The yen–US dollar exchange rate has been fluctuating, reflecting market demand and supply.
China, South Korea and a few other economies in East Asia often express their concerns over the
weakness of the yen when the yen happens to depreciate, but do not complain when the yen
appreciates. Given that yen–dollar volatility is expected to continue, emerging market economies
in East Asia are encouraged to adopt exchange rate regimes that can cope with such volatility.
A reasonable move may be a shift to a free float with inflation targeting. But many economies in
the region, including those that have already shifted to floating rate regimes such as South Korea
and Thailand, do not want to see wild fluctuations of their exchange rates. They prefer a certain
degree of exchange rate stability due to their ‘fear of floating’. This fear is understandable. For
outward-oriented development and growth, relatively stable exchange rates are desirable.
The emerging market economies in the region are better off by moving to a de facto managed float,
with the central rate linked to a basket of the world’s major currencies: the US dollar, the yen, and
the euro. This will allow the effective exchange rate to remain relatively stable in the face of volatile
yen–dollar or euro–dollar exchange rates. A G-3 currency basket system preserves both flexibility
and stability, promoting trade, FDI and economic development. Inflation targeting with a band can
be consistent with the basket system if the target inflation rate is a weighted average of the G-3
inflation rates, with the inflation weights set equal to the currency basket weights.
(Kawai and Takagi 2000).

Concluding Remarks
Regional financial cooperation in East Asia is still in its infancy. Institutions and initiatives
are not sufficiently developed for significant regional economic integration. Nonetheless, some
important steps have been taken. The CMI is dealing with the issues of regional liquidity
support, and several forums have been created for information sharing, policy dialogue and
economic surveillance among the financial authorities. As yet, there have been no visible steps
towards exchange rate stabilisation or for macroeconomic policy coordination. East Asian
countries maintain open regionalism in the global system governed by the WTO, the IMF and
the World Bank, while keeping close dialogues with the Americas and the European Union.
Further regional cooperation will require freer movements of goods, services and labour;
convergence of per capita incomes, economic structures and systems, and institutions; and
creation of a sound financial system and development of deeper capital markets. A stronger
surveillance process is essential not only for better information sharing and policy dialogue, but
also for in-depth understanding of the region’s economies, more effective policymaking to avoid
crises, and better responses to a crisis once it breaks out. The CMI could lead to the creation of
a more formal, reserve pooling institution; then minimising the moral hazard problem would
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be an important challenge for the region. A framework for exchange rate and monetary policy
coordination will have to be developed.
Regional financial cooperation in East Asia is unlikely to be of a North American type,
where a US-centred, asymmetric approach has driven regional joint initiatives—mainly in trade
and investment liberalisation. For East Asia, a European-style, symmetric approach would be
more realistic. Japan and China are big powers in Asia, but neither is dominant. Regional
financial cooperation can be beneficial to all economies given the potential for dynamic economic
growth and the availability of abundant financial resources. Japan, China and South Korea and
ASEAN must work jointly towards further financial cooperation in the region. Strong political
will and a vision for regional integration will be required for such endeavours.
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Notes
This is a revised version of the paper presented to the Seminar on ‘Regional Economic, Financial
and Monetary Co-operation: The European and Asian Experiences,’ organised by the European
Central Bank in Frankfurt am Main, 15–16 April 2002. The views expressed in this paper are
those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Japanese government.
1

See Eichengreen (1999) and Kenen (2001) for a discussion of reforms of the international
financial architecture.

2

Similar approaches might be needed for private debt instruments as well, because of
the surge in private-to-private capital flows—as was the case in East Asia.

3

The FSAP is intended to strengthen the monitoring and assessment of financial
systems in view of the fact that financial sector weaknesses have played an important
role in damaging a country’s overall economic health.

4

See also Bird and Rajan (2002).

5

Some countries generate more contagion effects than do other countries. Allocating
resources to only one country in the midst of a regional crisis might not be very effective,
because other neighbouring countries may suffer contagion. Moreover, preventing and
containing crises in the countries that generate more spillover is relatively more
effective for controlling regional and global shocks. See Kawai et al. (2001).

6

For example, see Feldstein (1998).

7

Sakakibara and Yamakawa (2001) provide a comprehensive treatment of these issues.

8

The trade intensity index measures closeness between regions (in the case of Table 1,
closeness among economies within a region) relative to the region’s weight in the global
economy. It is interesting to note that MERCOSUR has a trade intensity index that is
higher than any other regional grouping.

9

AFTA is complemented by the ASEAN Industrial Complementation Scheme for
investment liberalisation. This scheme has moved more slowly than AFTA; its main
focus is on the rationalisation of the automotive industry.

10

More precisely, the Japan–Singapore agreement is called the ‘Agreement between
Japan and the Republic of Singapore for a New-Age Economic Partnership’ and goes
beyond a conventional FTA.

11

These include China with Hong Kong; Hong Kong with New Zealand (and China); South
Korea with Chile; Singapore with Australia, the United States, Canada, Mexico and
Chile; Thailand with Australia; Australia with the United States (and Singapore and
Thailand); and New Zealand with Chile (and Hong Kong).

12

More specifically, Eichengreen and Bayoumi (1999) have found that two groups of
economies in the region—one for Japan, Korea and Taiwan, and another for Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and possibly Thailand—are natural groups of countries that are closely integrated. See also Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1994) and
Bayoumi et al. (2000).

13

See specifically a paper by Goto (2002) in IIMA (2002) as well as Goto and Kawai (2001).

14

See Kenen (1994), and Hamada and Kawai (1997).
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15

In 1985, when the US dollar was overvalued and the US current account deficits were
deemed unsustainable, the foreign exchange market intervention and macroeconomic
policies of the United States, Japan and Germany were coordinated in order to guide
the US dollar downward, thereby containing the protectionist pressure in the United
States. Once the US dollar began to decline rapidly, the G-3 countries attempted to
prevent the free fall of the dollar so as to avoid a hard landing of the US economy.

16

See for example Eichengreen (2001).

17

The ADB is also invited for discussions with the finance ministers and/or finance and
central bank deputies.

18

See ASEAN+3 Heads of State/Government, ‘Joint Statement on East Asia Cooperation,’ Manila, 29 November 1999, available at < http://www.aseansec.org/5469.htm>.

19

A task force called the ‘ASEAN+3 Study Group to Examine Ways of Enhancing
Effectiveness of Economic Reviews and Policy Dialogues’ has recommended a two-phase
approach. In phase one, the existing arrangement for economic reviews and policy
dialogue is strengthened by making the current ERPD Process more credible and subject
to serious discussion by finance ministers and their deputies. In phase two, an enhanced
ERPD Process will be introduced with support from an independent, professional third
party that prepares reviews, assessments and issue papers on emerging problems
affecting the region. It has also been proposed that the process should consider soliciting
inputs from international financial institutions.

20

Many, but not all, of these economies participated in the Thai financial package—
Japan, Australia, China, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei, Indonesia and
South Korea.

21

See Asian Finance and Central Bank Deputies, ‘A New Framework for Enhanced Asian
Regional Cooperation to Promote Financial Stability’, Manila, 18–19 November 1997,
available at <http://www.mof.go.jp/english/if/if000a.htm>.

22

The IMF’s Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific provides a technical secretariat
function for the MFG.

23

While this forum is considered the most influential for regional central banks, it has
its own weaknesses such as irregularity of meeting schedules and lack of continuity.
According to Eichengreen (2001), each meeting has a different theme, and themes have
ranged over everything from social safety nets to capital flows.

24

A member’s swap request for temporary liquidity or balance of payments assistance
is confirmed through the agent bank, which informs and consults with the rest of the
members to assess and process the request as expeditiously as possible. The agent bank
is appointed on a rotation basis in alphabetical order for a term of two years; its primary
task is to coordinate ASA implementation. The ASA was activated by Indonesia in
1979, Malaysia in 1980, Thailand in 1980, and the Philippines in 1981 (Henning 2002).

25

More precisely, the term of swap arrangements is for a period of one, two, or three months
and renewable, at most once, for up to three months.

26

In principle, there could be 30 bilateral agreements between any one of China, Japan
and South Korea, on the one hand, and the 10 ASEAN members on the other, plus three
additional agreements among the three non-ASEAN participants. In practice, the main
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agreements have so far been reached (or are close to agreement) among China, Japan
and South Korea, as well as between any one of the non-ASEAN countries and the former
crisis-affected members of ASEAN.
27

This is the sum of all BSAs, including the amount that Japan committed under the New
Miyazawa Initiative—a total of US$7.5 billion, or US$5 billion with South Korea and
US$2.5 billion with Malaysia—except that two-way BSAs are doubled for calculation
purposes. Excluding the amount committed under the New Miyazawa Initiative, the
total sum is US$31.5 billion.

28

While Indonesia has proposed BSAs with China and South Korea, actual negotiations
have yet to begin.

29

Although up to 10 per cent of the BSA drawings under the CMI can be provided for a
limited period without an IMF program, subsequent disbursements have to be linked
to an IMF program and, therefore, to the government’s willingness to meet IMF
conditionalities. The participating countries agreed to review the issue of the IMF
linkage and other main principles in May 2004.

30

While recognising the benefits of such an arrangement, the group has not agreed on
whether the financing should function as the first line of defence, the second line of
defence, or both, whether the financing arrangement is for a short term or a medium
term, and who should play the coordinating role at the time of a crisis.

31

Some duplications are unavoidable.

32

‘Original sin,’ as hypothesised by Eichengreen and Hausmann (1999), is a situation
where emerging economy residents cannot borrow abroad in domestic currency nor
borrow long term, even domestically. Hence domestic banks and corporations tend to
face a currency or maturity mismatch or both, thus facing balance-sheet vulnerabilities
to sharp changes in exchange rates and/or interest rates.
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